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PRORAIN ®

Intelligent Irrigation SolutionsTM

Pressure Regulating 
Sprinkler Bodies

�e following RainPro spray head bodies are constructed of UV -resistant plastic and corrosion resistant stain-
less steel parts. A pressure regulator is built into the stem and regulates the pressure to the optimal operating 
pressure of the high e�ciency nozzle. We o�er 3 models to address the di�erent needs of the di�erent manu-
facturers of their high e�ciency nozzles with; a 30 psi outlet (PRD-30), a 40 psi outlet (PRD-40) and a 45 psi 
outlet (PRD-45). Check Valves may or may not be included depending on which part # is ordered. Pressure 
regulation (PRD-XX) and Check Valves (-CKV) are available in the Telescopic Pop Up spray heads, Tradi-
tional style pop up spray heads and shrub adapters. All conforming spray heads are listed on back of this page.

Minimum Operating Pressure with PRD option is 25 psi and maximum operating pressure is 75 psi.

Product is 100% made in the USA, by RainPro, Lindsay CA.
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An in-stem pressure regulator provides a constant outlet pressure to the nozzle.

In Pop-Up 
Piston

$$$ Rebate Approved by EBMUD $$$
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Pressure Compensating Pop-Up Spray heads, Hunter and Rainbird Nozzle Compatible     (Pop-up with Male Threaded Piston) 

PART #   DESCRIPTION
500-200-PRD-30  6” Shrub Adapter w/PRD -30 psi in stem
500-200-PRD-40  6” Shrub Adapter w/PRD -40 psi in stem
500-200-PRD-45  6” Shrub Adapter w/PRD -45 psi in stem
 
907T-PRD-30  7” Telescopic Pop-Up in a 4” Body w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem
907T-PRD-40  7” Telescopic Pop-Up in a 4” Body w/PRD-40 psi regulator in stem
907T-PRD-45  7” Telescopic Pop-Up in a 4” Body w/PRD-45 psi regulator in stem
 
907T-CKV-PRD-30  7” Telescopic Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem with check valve
907T-CKV-PRD-40  7” Telescopic Pop-Up w/PRD-40 psi regulator in stem with check valve
907T-CKV-PRD-45  7” Telescopic Pop-Up w/PRD-45 psi regulator in stem with check valve
 
913T-PRD-30  13” Telescopic Pop-Up in a 4” Body w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem
913T-PRD-40  13” Telescopic Pop-Up in a 4” Body w/PRD-40 psi regulator in stem
913T-PRD-45  13” Telescopic Pop-Up in a 4” Body w/PRD-45 psi regulator in stem
 
913T-CKV-PRD-30  13” Telescopic Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem with check valve
913T-CKV-PRD-40  13” Telescopic Pop-Up w/PRD-40 psi regulator in stem with check valve
913T-CKV-PRD-45  13” Telescopic Pop-Up w/PRD-45 psi regulator in stem with check valve
 
904-PRD-30  4” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem
904-PRD-40  4” Pop-Up w/PRD-40 psi regulator in stem
904-PRD-45  4” Pop-Up w/PRD-45 psi regulator in stem
 
904-CKV-PRD-30  4” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem with check valve
904-CKV-PRD-40  4” Pop-Up w/PRD-40 psi regulator in stem with check valve
904-CKV-PRD-45  4” Pop-Up w/PRD-45 psi regulator in stem with check valve
 
905-PRD-30  5” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem
905-PRD-40  5” Pop-Up w/PRD-40 psi regulator in stem
905-PRD-45  5” Pop-Up w/PRD-45 psi regulator in stem
 
905-CKV-PRD-30  5” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem with check valve
905-CKV-PRD-40  5” Pop-Up w/PRD-40 psi regulator in stem with check valve
905-CKV-PRD-45  5” Pop-Up w/PRD-45 psi regulator in stem with check valve
 
906-PRD-30  6” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem
906-PRD-40  6” Pop-Up w/PRD-40 psi regulator in stem
906-PRD-45  6” Pop-Up w/PRD-45 psi regulator in stem
 
906-CKV-PRD-30  6” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem with check valve
906-CKV-PRD-40  6” Pop-Up w/PRD-40 psi regulator in stem with check valve
906-CKV-PRD-45  6” Pop-Up w/PRD-45 psi regulator in stem with check valve
 
912-PRD-30  12” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem
912-PRD-40  12” Pop-Up w/PRD-40 psi regulator in stem
912-PRD-45  12” Pop-Up w/PRD-45 psi regulator in stem
 
912-CKV-PRD-30  12” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem with check valve
912-CKV-PRD-40  12” Pop-Up w/PRD-40 psi regulator in stem with check valve
912-CKV-PRD-45  12” Pop-Up w/PRD-45 psi regulator in stem with check valve
 
Pressure Compensating Pop-Up Spray heads, Toro Nozzle Compatible     (Pop-up with Female Threaded Piston) 
 
PART #   DESCRIPTION
500-200-PRD-30  6” Shrub Adapter w/PRD -30 psi regulator in stem
 
904F-PRD-30  4” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem
904F-CKV-PRD-30  4” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem with check valve
 
905F-PRD-30  5” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem
905F-CKV-PRD-30 5” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem with check valve
 
906F-PRD-30  6” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem
906F-CKV-PRD-30 6” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem with check valve
 
912F-PRD-30  12” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem
912F-CKV-PRD-30 12” Pop-Up w/PRD-30 psi regulator in stem with check valve

ompatible     (Pop-up with Female Threaded Piston)
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